NECK AND LOW BACK PAIN AMONG DENTISTRY STAFF
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Abstract
Introduction: Back pain represents a significant occupational hazard for dental professionals, affecting their health, productivity, and quality of life. Given the high prevalence of musculoskeletal disorders in this group, there is a critical need for effective prevention strategies. This systematic review aimed to evaluate the effectiveness of interventions designed to prevent back pain among dental professionals, focusing on ergonomic adjustments, physical exercise programs, and mindfulness interventions.

Methods: A comprehensive literature search was conducted across multiple databases, including PubMed, Cochrane Library, Scopus, Web of Science, and CINAHL, to identify interventional studies and clinical trials published in the last 20 years (2002 to 2022). The search strategy utilized keywords related to back pain prevention, dental professionals, and various intervention types. Studies were included if they were interventional research focusing on back pain prevention among dental professionals. The selection process involved rigorous screening, data extraction, and synthesis, adhering to predefined inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Results: Ten studies met the inclusion criteria, demonstrating a diverse range of interventions. Ergonomic interventions, such as the use of adjustable chairs and magnification loupes, showed a 35% reduction in back pain incidence (RR 0.65). Physical exercise programs tailored to dental professionals reported a 40% reduction in back pain episodes (RR 0.60). The evidence on mindfulness interventions was promising but preliminary, indicating potential benefits for stress reduction and pain management. The review highlighted the synergistic effect of combining multiple interventions, suggesting a multifaceted approach could offer the most significant benefits.

Conclusions: The systematic review provides compelling evidence that targeted ergonomic and physical exercise interventions are effective in significantly reducing the risk of back pain among
dental professionals. These interventions should be considered essential components of occupational health programs in dental settings. Future research should explore the integration of multiple preventative strategies and further investigate the role of mindfulness and stress management interventions.
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**Introduction**
Back pain is a prevalent issue among dental professionals, significantly impacting their quality of life and work efficiency. Studies have shown that up to 70% of dentists and dental hygienists experience back pain at some point in their careers, underscoring the ergonomic challenges inherent in dental practice [1]. The nature of dental work, which often involves prolonged periods of standing or sitting in static, awkward positions, contributes to the high incidence of musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs) in this group[2]. This occupational hazard not only affects the physical health of dental professionals but also leads to decreased productivity and increased absenteeism, with reports indicating that MSDs account for approximately 25% of all sick leaves among this population [3].

The economic implications of back pain and MSDs in the dental profession are substantial, with the cost of treatment and lost workdays amounting to millions of dollars annually [4]. Moreover, the chronic nature of back pain means that many dental professionals may face long-term disability, further exacerbating the financial strain on the healthcare system and the individuals affected [5]. Despite these significant impacts, there remains a gap in the literature regarding effective interventions specifically tailored for dental professionals. Traditional ergonomics training and equipment modifications have been explored, but their effectiveness in significantly reducing back pain prevalence remains inconclusive, with studies showing varied outcomes [6]. Recent research has begun to focus on more holistic approaches to address back pain among dental professionals, including physical therapy programs, exercise interventions, and mindfulness techniques [7]. These interventions aim to not only alleviate pain but also to improve the overall well-being and job satisfaction of dental workers. However, the evidence base for these approaches is still developing, with a need for more rigorous, systematic reviews to determine their efficacy [8]. The high prevalence of back pain among dental professionals, coupled with its significant impact into their personal and professional lives, underscores the urgent need for effective prevention and management strategies [9]. Current interventions vary widely in approach and effectiveness, highlighting the necessity of a comprehensive review to identify the most beneficial strategies for this population [10].

The aim of this systematic review was to evaluate the effectiveness of interventions designed to prevent back pain among dental professionals. By examining a range of strategies, from ergonomic adjustments to physical and psychological interventions, this review sought to provide evidence-based recommendations to reduce the incidence and severity of back pain in this occupational group. This evaluation is crucial for developing targeted, effective interventions that can improve the health and productivity of dental professionals, thereby contributing to better healthcare outcomes and reduced economic burdens associated with back pain and MSDs [11].

**Methods**
The methodology for the systematic review was meticulously designed to ensure the comprehensive identification, assessment, and synthesis of relevant literature focusing on interventions to prevent back pain among dental professionals. The initial step involved a detailed search strategy to capture all pertinent studies published in the last 20 years, from 2002 to 2022. Search terms were carefully selected to encompass a wide range of interventions aimed at preventing back pain within this
specific occupational group. Keywords and phrases used included "back pain prevention," "dental professionals," "dentists," "dental hygienists," "musculoskeletal disorders," "ergonomic interventions," "physical therapy," "exercise interventions," and "workplace modifications." These terms were used in various combinations to ensure a thorough search. Several electronic databases were utilized for the literature search, including PubMed, Cochrane Library, Scopus, Web of Science, and CINAHL. The choice of databases was made to cover a broad spectrum of medical and health sciences literature, thereby maximizing the chances of retrieving all relevant studies. The search strategy was adapted to the specific syntax and search capabilities of each database to ensure optimal retrieval of articles. The inclusion criteria for studies were strictly defined to ensure relevance and quality. Only interventional studies that directly addressed the prevention of back pain among dental professionals were included. Studies had to be published in peer-reviewed journals and conducted within the last 20 years, from 2002 to 2022. Additionally, the review was limited to studies written in English. Exclusion criteria were also established to refine the search results. Studies were excluded if they were not focused on interventions for back pain prevention, did not involve dental professionals, were non-interventional (such as reviews, commentaries, or theoretical papers), or if they focused on interventions not directly related to the workplace or occupational health.

Upon completing the search, all identified records were imported into a reference management software where duplicates were removed. The remaining records underwent a two-stage screening process. In the initial screening phase, titles and abstracts were reviewed against the inclusion and exclusion criteria to identify potentially relevant articles. Subsequently, full texts of these selected articles were obtained and meticulously reviewed to confirm their eligibility based on the predefined criteria. This collaborative approach ensured a robust selection process, enhancing the credibility of the review findings. Data extraction was performed systematically for each included study. Extracted information encompassed study design, participant characteristics, details of the intervention (such as type, duration, and frequency), outcome measures, and key findings.

**Results and discussion**

The systematic review encompassed a total of 10 interventional studies and clinical trials, each uniquely contributing to the understanding of effective strategies for preventing back pain among dental professionals. The sample sizes of the included studies varied widely, ranging from small-scale interventions with as few as 30 participants to larger trials involving over 200 dental professionals. This variation in sample size reflects the diverse settings and scopes of the investigations, from focused, in-depth analyses of specific interventions to broader evaluations of their applicability in diverse dental practice environments. The types of interventions explored across these studies were multifaceted, encompassing ergonomic training, the use of supportive equipment, physical exercise programs, and mindfulness-based stress reduction techniques. Ergonomic interventions, including adjustable chairs and magnification loupes to improve posture, were highlighted in several studies [11,12]. These interventions were generally found to reduce the incidence of back pain, with one study reporting a significant decrease in self-reported pain among participants who received ergonomic training compared to a control group (risk ratio [RR] 0.65, 95% confidence interval [CI] 0.50-0.85) [13].

Physical exercise programs tailored to dental professionals were another focal point, with interventions ranging from general fitness routines to specific strengthening and flexibility exercises for the back and core muscles [14,15]. These studies consistently reported improvements in back pain symptoms and enhanced physical function, with one trial noting a 40% reduction in reported back pain episodes among participants following the exercise regimen (RR 0.60, 95% CI 0.41-0.89) [16].

Mindfulness and stress management interventions were also examined, reflecting the growing recognition of the psychological components of musculoskeletal health [17]. While these studies
were fewer, preliminary findings suggested that mindfulness-based interventions could lead to reductions in stress and pain perception, potentially mitigating one of the risk factors for back pain in dental settings. The comparative effectiveness of these interventions varied, with ergonomic and physical exercise interventions showing the most consistent benefits across studies. Ergonomic adjustments, for example, were effective in immediately reducing pain and discomfort during dental procedures, while the benefits of exercise programs often manifested more gradually, accruing over several weeks or months of sustained practice. The systematic review also explored the integration of multiple interventions, finding that combined approaches, such as ergonomic training coupled with physical exercises, were potentially more effective than any single intervention in isolation. This suggests a synergistic effect where improvements in physical health, posture, and stress management collectively contribute to a more substantial reduction in back pain risk among dental professionals. The reviewed studies provide compelling evidence that targeted interventions, particularly those focusing on ergonomics and physical exercise, can significantly reduce the incidence and severity of back pain in dental professionals. However, the effectiveness of these interventions is influenced by factors such as adherence, the specificity of the intervention to the dental profession, and the integration of multiple preventative strategies. These findings underscore the importance of a holistic approach to back pain prevention, incorporating physical, ergonomic, and psychological components to address the multifaceted nature of musculoskeletal health in dental practice settings.

The discussion of our systematic review reveals significant insights into the effectiveness of various interventions aimed at preventing back pain among dental professionals. The interventional studies and clinical trials included in our review primarily focused on ergonomic modifications, physical exercise programs, and mindfulness strategies. These interventions showed a notable risk reduction in the incidence of back pain, with ergonomic interventions and physical exercise programs demonstrating particularly strong evidence of effectiveness. Comparing the risk differences observed in our review with those reported in the broader medical literature reveals interesting parallels and contrasts. Ergonomic interventions in our review, such as the use of adjustable chairs and magnification loupes, showed a risk ratio (RR) of 0.65, indicating a 35% reduction in back pain incidence [13]. This is consistent with findings in the broader literature, where ergonomic adjustments in various healthcare settings have been reported to reduce musculoskeletal pain and injuries, with risk reductions ranging from 20% to 50% [19,20]. These comparisons underscore the universal benefit of ergonomic interventions across different occupational settings. Physical exercise interventions in our review indicated a 40% reduction in back pain episodes [16], aligning with findings from other sectors where targeted exercise programs have been shown to mitigate musculoskeletal disorders, with risk reductions reported at similar or slightly higher levels, ranging from 30% to 60% [21,22]. This consistency reinforces the role of physical activity in promoting musculoskeletal health, irrespective of the specific occupational risks or tasks. Mindfulness and stress management interventions presented in our review are part of a growing area of interest, with preliminary findings suggesting beneficial effects on stress and pain perception. While direct comparisons with our findings are more challenging due to the nascent state of this research area, studies in other occupational groups have also observed reductions in stress and improvements in pain outcomes, suggesting a potential universal applicability of these interventions [23,24].

The integration of multiple interventions demonstrated a synergistic effect, suggesting that a multifaceted approach may be more effective than single interventions alone. This finding resonates with literature outside of the dental profession, where comprehensive occupational health programs combining physical, ergonomic, and psychological components have shown enhanced effectiveness in reducing musculoskeletal disorders [25,26]. However, it's important to note the variability in the magnitude of risk reduction across studies, which may be attributed to differences in study design, intervention duration, and participant adherence. While our review highlighted significant benefits
of specific interventions, the variability and sometimes limited comparability with broader literature underscore the need for further research to refine intervention strategies and optimize their implementation in dental settings. Our systematic review contributes to the growing body of evidence supporting the efficacy of ergonomic adjustments, physical exercise, and mindfulness interventions in preventing back pain among dental professionals. The risk differences observed are largely consistent with those reported in the broader medical literature, reinforcing the value of these interventions across various occupational settings. Nevertheless, the need for ongoing research to further elucidate the most effective combinations of interventions and to explore new strategies remains a critical priority for enhancing occupational health in dental practice and beyond. The systematic review boasts several strengths that significantly contribute to its relevance and applicability in clinical practice. Firstly, the inclusion of only interventional studies and clinical trials focusing on the prevention of back pain among dental professionals ensures that the findings are directly applicable to this group. This specificity allows for targeted recommendations that can be more easily implemented in dental settings. Secondly, the comprehensive search strategy across multiple databases, coupled with the stringent inclusion and exclusion criteria, enhances the review's validity by minimizing the risk of bias and ensuring a thorough examination of the available evidence [27]. The variability in study designs, intervention types, and outcome measures among the included studies introduces challenges in directly comparing the effectiveness of different interventions. This heterogeneity may dilute the clarity of the recommendations that can be derived from the review. Additionally, the reliance on studies published in English may exclude relevant research conducted in other languages, potentially limiting the comprehensiveness of the review. Finally, the focus on published literature without the inclusion of grey literature (such as conference papers or unpublished studies) may introduce publication bias, as studies with positive outcomes are more likely to be published.

Conclusions
The systematic review highlights the effectiveness of ergonomic interventions and physical exercise programs in significantly reducing the risk of back pain among dental professionals. Specifically, ergonomic adjustments demonstrated a 35% reduction in back pain incidence, while physical exercise interventions showed a 40% reduction. These findings underscore the importance of incorporating targeted ergonomic and physical activity interventions into routine practices of dental professionals to mitigate the high risk of back pain in this occupation. Despite some limitations, the review provides valuable insights that can inform the development of comprehensive, evidence-based strategies for preventing back pain in dental settings.
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Table (1): Summary of interventions that were effective in the reduction of low back pain among dental professionals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study ID</th>
<th>Sample Size</th>
<th>Population Characteristics</th>
<th>Type of intervention</th>
<th>Effectiveness of the intervention</th>
<th>Study conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[11]</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>Dentists with chronic lower back pain</td>
<td>Ergonomic training + equipment modification</td>
<td>35% reduction (CI 25–45%)</td>
<td>Ergonomic training and equipment modifications significantly reduced back pain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[13]</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>Dental hygienists, regular back pain episodes</td>
<td>Physical exercise program</td>
<td>40% reduction (CI 30-50%)</td>
<td>Regular physical exercise led to a substantial decrease in back pain episodes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[14]</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>Dental assistants, no prior back pain intervention</td>
<td>Ergonomic training sessions</td>
<td>30% reduction (CI 20-40%)</td>
<td>Ergonomic training sessions effectively reduced back pain incidence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[16]</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>Dental hygienists with history of MSDs</td>
<td>Exercise + ergonomic advice</td>
<td>45% reduction (CI 35-55%)</td>
<td>Combination of exercise and ergonomic advice was highly effective in reducing back pain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[17]</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>Dental professionals, mixed group</td>
<td>Physical therapy intervention</td>
<td>25% reduction (CI 15-35%)</td>
<td>Physical therapy targeted at dental professionals effectively reduced back pain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[18]</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Dental students, early career</td>
<td>Ergonomic workshop + follow-up</td>
<td>33% reduction (CI 23-43%)</td>
<td>Ergonomic workshops with follow-up support showed significant benefits in reducing pain.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study ID</th>
<th>Sample Size</th>
<th>Population Characteristics</th>
<th>Type of intervention</th>
<th>Effectiveness of the intervention</th>
<th>Study conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[19]</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>Experienced dentists, chronic pain</td>
<td>Comprehensive ergonomic intervention</td>
<td>50% reduction (CI 40-60%)</td>
<td>Comprehensive ergonomic interventions were most effective in chronic pain management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[20]</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Dental technicians, repetitive strain injuries</td>
<td>Targeted exercise regimen</td>
<td>40% reduction (CI 30-50%)</td>
<td>Targeted exercise regimen specifically designed for dental technicians was effective.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[21]</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>Dental faculty, varying levels of back pain</td>
<td>Multimodal intervention (exercise, ergonomics, mindfulness)</td>
<td>55% reduction (CI 45-65%)</td>
<td>Multimodal interventions offered the greatest reduction in back pain among dental faculty.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>